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Layers is an evolution of Tony Conway’s 20-year-long investigation into the 
relationship between space, the artist/maker and the viewer. Beginning as a 
sculptor, Conway switched to the format of painting in the 90s, producing 
three-dimensional works in a two-dimensional format. Initially, the work 
consisted of sandwiched layers of acrylic plastic, each containing fragments 
of information (abstracted photographic images, drawing, painting, color), 
assembled by looking through the layers—leaving it up to the viewer to 
complete the image through the process of viewing. Visually, the imagery 
walked the line between reality and abstraction. Abstracted human shapes 
appeared frequently creating an emotional bond between the viewer and the 
work as imagery was chosen to evoke memories common to all of us.  
 
With Layers, Conway takes his investigation to the next level. While 
retaining the material of choice—sheets of acrylic plastic—he dissolves the 
sandwich, carving out actual space between the layers. The work takes on a 
three-dimensional presence, similar to a low-relief. The natural reflective 
quality of plastic invites the viewer to enter into the piece through his 
reflection. Sections with mirrors further draw in the viewer. Through the 
process of viewing, the viewer becomes an active part of the work, a spatial 
explorer, aware of the importance of movement. Multiple viewing points and 
distances are encouraged—from the primary classical frontal view where 
shapes align and the work takes on a flat presence, to close up or to tighter 
viewing angles, where the dimensional complexity of the work is revealed 
through the spacing of layers, reflection and shadows. Humans are absent 
from the work, yet viewing allows for (self) reflection as the viewer is 
projected into the space itself.  
  
Layers bring together three reduced shapes archetypical to spatial en-
vironments—the house, the boat and groups: 
  
The ultimate self-contained personal space, the House represents an 
environment of safety. Represented by an extremely simplified, almost 
child-drawn external face or façade, it hides interior space as a function of 
inner life. A door provides access to the interior.  
  
The Boat is a vessel and a mode of transportation—leaving for and 
returning from places of adventure. It is a mythological symbol of discovery, 
knowledge gain, and escape, as evidenced by the Odyssey. A re-occurring 
shape in Tony Conway’s work over the past 30 years, the boat reprises its 
role anew and emerges in flattened, abstract form.  
  
While House and Boat are isolated, singular shapes, the third typology—
Groups—is a result of Conway’s interest in biological systems and their 
man-made interpretations through technology. Man cannot function alone 
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but as part of a system, organization occurs at micro and macro levels in the 
natural and man-made world. Groups can be interpreted as chains or 
clusters of identical, repeated shapes. It is left up to the viewer to convey 
meaning—is it a spread of clovers, a swarm of bees, or a cluster of drones 
we are looking at?  
  
With Layers, Conway uses a number of techniques to create almost 
minimalist imagery: the arrangement of layers creates space, frosted 
surface areas produce opaqueness, color is applied in a single or two layers 
with the underlying layer reflected back by the mirror. The overall result is a 
restrained framework offering a myriad of viewing possibilities.  
 
The work is formally set in squares in two sizes—61 x 61cm and 122 x 122 
cm. 
  

 


